Coarctate and Möbius: The Helical Orbitals of Allene and Other Cumulenes
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ABSTRACT: As brought to the attention of the community by Hendon et al. and noted by previous workers, the π orbitals of the equilibrium geometry odd-carbon (even number of double bonds = n) [n]cumulenes may be written in either rectilinear or helical form. We trace the origins and detailed description of the helical orbitals of cumulenes, which emerge in the simplest Hückel model and are not much modified in advanced computations. For the α,ω-disubstituted even [n]cumulenes, the helical representation is obligatory as the symmetry is reduced from D_{2n} to C_2. A relationship is apparent between these helical orbitals of the even [n]cumulenes, seen as a Herges coarctate system, and the corresponding Möbius cyclic polyene orbitals. The twist of the orbitals varies in interesting ways along the helix, and so does the contribution of the component atomic orbitals. Though the electronic structures of even [n]cumulenes and Möbius cyclopolyenes are closely related, they differ for higher n in intriguing ways; these are linked to the constrained rotation of the basis orbitals along the helical twist itinerary. Relations are constructed between the level patterns of the π-systems of even [n]cumulenes and ideas of Hückel and Möbius aromaticity.

INTRODUCTION

Cumulenes (Scheme 1) are a class of linearly conjugated π-systems akin to alkynes, but terminated by tricoordinate carbon atoms. By convention, we label the molecules by n, the number of cumulated double bonds; the number of carbon atoms is then n + 1. For [n]cumulenes with even n, the terminal carbon atoms are mutually perpendicular in order to form closed-shell π-systems. We will denote these molecules from here on as “even” [n]cumulenes.

In unsubstituted even [n]cumulenes, the frontier π molecular orbitals (MOs) are all explicitly degenerate, a consequence of the ideal D_{2n} symmetry of the molecule. The degeneracy of the orbitals is lifted by α,ω-disubstitution, which reduces the symmetry of the molecule to C_2 or lower, making it chiral. The degeneracy may also be broken by axial torsion toward the achiral planar transition state for mutual rotation of the end carbons, for example, through mechanical strain.1–7 A consequence of the perpendicular end-groups is that these molecules may be considered to have helical frontier orbitals, as recently explored by Hendon et al.8 an effect they coined “electrohelicity”. This helicity is also the primary concern of our work, and we will elaborate the concept in some detail.

Perhaps it is best to introduce the subject pictorially. In Figure 1 we show from a density functional theory (DFT) calculation (details below) the four occupied π MOs of [4]cumulene (left) and of S,1,5-dimethyl-[4]cumulene (right). The specific choice of MOs made for [4]cumulene itself is to a degree arbitrary, as we will see. That for the 1,5-dimethyl compound is not. We have here a chemically minor perturbation, yet the orbitals have a very different appearance. But how different are they? And from where the distinctive helicity of the orbitals of the dimethyl derivative? These are the questions we will explore, as well as a fascinating topological connection of the even [n]cumulenes to Möbius conjugation.

Allene and Higher Cumulenes. The shortest even [n]cumulene, allene, is a common starting material in organic syntheses; the variety of synthesized derivatives is immense.9–18 Successful syntheses of the longer even [n]cumulenes are sparse, most likely due to their high reactivity. Still a number of [4]cumulenes19–29 and a few metallo-[6]cumulenes30–32 have been reported. In comparison, odd [n]cumulenes have been synthesized and characterized up to [9]cumulene,33–35 while polyyynes have been made with up to 44 carbon atoms.36–38 Ingenious strategies are being developed to further stabilize these otherwise highly reactive molecules, including protection with a
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Heilbronner, we refer to the extensive work of Herges, to a system, and may be thought of as aromatic, in tentative analogy of sign in the molecules. In the simplest Mo systems, allenes have helical orbitals, they certainly were aware that the chiroptical properties of allene. Though the researchers active in the field probably did not realize at the time that some of the allenes have helical orbitals, it was noted by Fischer and Kollmar in 1968, independently by Zimmerman in 1971, that the basis π orbitals of allene actually have a Möbius topology and the MOs behave accordingly. The topology of orbital interactions in allene may be seen in Figure 3 at right; below it is a “few frame” animation showing the sequence of orbital overlaps. To the left of this animation are the corresponding orbital overlaps in a fictitious Möbius cyclobutadiene. The analogy is obvious. And its consequences are a two below two π-orbital energy scheme for both Möbius cyclobutadiene, a most unrealistic system, and allene, very much a real molecule.

It also makes sense to call the allene orbital system a coarctate Möbius aromaticity. The word was coined by Herges in the context of his useful one. The word was coined by Herges in the context of his useful

Due to the twist of the “band,” the highest achievable symmetry of a Möbius system is C2, as Figure 2 shows, or Cn if there are multiple twists of 180° (here n is the integer number of twists). Extensive work has been put into synthesizing Möbius aromatic molecules; the efforts resulted in the first such systems in 2003. The molecules made are large cyclic π systems, some retaining C2 symmetry. It has been noted that allenic units incorporated in annulenes can also give rise to Möbius aromaticity, due to a sign change in the basis.

Following Heilbronner’s original conception of Möbius π-electron systems in 1964, it was noted by Fischer and Kollmar in 1968, and independently by Zimmerman in 1971, that the basis π orbitals of allene actually have a Möbius topology and the MOs behave accordingly. The topology of orbital interactions in allene may be seen in Figure 3 at right; below it is a “few frame” animation showing the sequence of orbital overlaps. To the left of this animation are the corresponding orbital overlaps in a fictitious Möbius cyclobutadiene. The analogy is obvious. And its consequences are a two below two π-orbital energy scheme for both Möbius cyclobutadiene, a most unrealistic system, and allene, very much a real molecule.

It also makes sense to call the allene orbital system a coarctate Möbius aromaticity. The word was coined by Herges in the context of his useful


Figure 3. Möbius orbital topology of cyclic and linear systems. (Top) Basis orbitals of a four-site cyclic Möbius model and allene ([2]cumulene). (Bottom) Animated sequence of orbital overlaps around the Möbius basis, and “back-and-forth” for the allene basis. Note the sign change in the final interaction. In equivalence to cyclic Möbius topology, by topology allene is a coarctate Möbius system.

rotaxane ring, and growth of carbon wires inside carbon nanotubes, similar strategies may hold great promise for stabilizing even [n]cumulenes.

The α,ω-disubstituted, chiral [n]cumulenes attracted much attention in early synthetic work, and a number of allenes and [4]cumulenes were successfully synthesized and characterized, including the aforementioned α,ω-dimethyl substituted species, which have C2 symmetry, studied by Hendon et al. (Scheme 1, right). Early studies had a particular focus on the chiroptical properties of allene. Though the researchers active in the field probably did not realize at the time that some of the allenes have helical orbitals, it was noted by Fischer and Kollmar in 1968, independently by Zimmerman in 1971, that the basis π orbitals of allene actually have a Möbius topology and the MOs behave accordingly. The topology of orbital interactions in allene may be seen in Figure 3 at right; below it is a “few frame” animation showing the sequence of orbital overlaps. To the left of this animation are the corresponding orbital overlaps in a fictitious Möbius cyclobutadiene. The analogy is obvious. And its consequences are a two below two π-orbital energy scheme for both Möbius cyclobutadiene, a most unrealistic system, and allene, very much a real molecule.

It also makes sense to call the allene orbital system a coarctate Möbius aromaticity. The word was coined by Herges in the context of his useful
the π-system of even $[n]$ cumulenes is that, quite analogous to the case of allene, they can be described in a basis with one sign change in the basis set orbital overlap sequence, and thus they are all topologically coarctate Möbius systems. In this work, we reexamine the relation between the Möbius orbital topology and the helical MOs of even $[n]$ cumulenes, 50 years after the connection was originally noted by Fischer and Kollmar.62

### PERPENDICULAR AND HELICAL MOLECULAR ORBITALS

It is instructive to approach the helical and perpendicular representations of the π molecular orbitals of an even $[n]$ cumulene using a Hückel or tight-binding model that captures the essence of the orbitals. In the ensuing discussion we will focus on $[4]$ cumulene (pentatetraene) rather than the smallest member of the even $n$ series, allene ($[2]$ cumulene). The reason for doing so is that some of the special features of orbital rotation, or twist, and of “size” emerge more clearly in the $[4]$ cumulene.

The standard basis set for $[4]$ cumulene consists of two perpendicular sets of p-orbitals labeled in Scheme 2. We set the coulomb integral (on-site energy) $\alpha = 0$ and report the eigenvalues in energy units of $\beta$, the resonance integral (transfer integral) describing the in-phase nearest neighbor interactions. $\beta$ is negative. The corresponding Hamiltonian (Scheme 2, left) is block-partitioned; i.e., there are no nonzero matrix elements between the first block of four (2p$_y$ orbitals, blue) and the second block of four (2p$_x$ orbitals, red).

Solving the eigenvalue problem of the Hückel Hamiltonian (Scheme 2, left) leads to MOs of two perpendicular π systems. The bonding MOs among these are shown in Figure 4 and listed in the left column of Table 1. The shapes of these MOs are trivial; they are those of the two idealized butadiene systems (there is no provision made here for bond alternation; it can be done,70 but the alternation is small in both even and odd $[n]$ cumulenes35), perpendicular to each other and displaced by one carbon atom (along the z-axis). Consequently, the π eigenfunctions come in degenerate pairs and belong to the $e$ irreducible representation of the $D_{2d}$ point group. Antibonding orbitals are not shown; they are “paired” with the bonding orbitals in a way we know well for alternant hydrocarbons.71

The MOs shown in the left column of Figure 4 are appropriate to $D_{2d}$ symmetry. But, of course, they are not unique. Given the

![Scheme 2. Hückel Matrix and Orbital Basis for Pentatetraene](image)

Table 1. Bonding Hückel MOs for $[4]$ Cumulene from the Perpendicular Basis Set Shown in Figure 4**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Atom</th>
<th>LCAO ($D_{2d}$)</th>
<th>LCAO ($C_2$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\varepsilon : \beta$&lt;sup&gt;-1&lt;/sup&gt; MO</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>2e&lt;sub&gt;_1&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>+0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>2e&lt;sub&gt;_2&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>+0.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.62</td>
<td>1e&lt;sub&gt;_1&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>+0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.62</td>
<td>1e&lt;sub&gt;_2&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>+0.37</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*The LCAO-MOs can be symmetry-adapted from $D_{2d}$ to $C_2$ to form the helical solutions.
MO pairs are explicitly degenerate, any linearly independent combination of a pair of degenerate solutions will be an equally valid solution. The particular set of MOs chosen in the left columns of Figure 4 and Table 1 “emphasizes” the mirror planes of the $D_{2d}$ structure, perhaps we can call it the “rectilinear” choice. Alternative combinations may be formed to emphasize the $C_2$ axes in $D_{2h}$; these are shown in Figure 5.

Following $\alpha,\omega$-disubstitution only one of these $C_2$ axes remains. This is the axis that carries the two substituents into each other, as shown in Figure 5 on the right. General for the series of even $[n]$cumulenes, the MOs that emphasize the remaining $C_2$ axis become the only solutions appropriate to the reduction in symmetry from $D_{2h}$ to $C_2$ upon $\alpha,\omega$-disubstitution. These are in fact the helical MOs shown in the right column of Figure 4; the same MOs were shown for the 1,5-disubstituted-$[4]$cumulene. And these MOs are no longer explicitly degenerate and may split, though not by much in the dimethyl case shown.

Calculating the Twist of a Molecular Orbital: The Helix Is Imperfect. In making precise the helical character of a given Hückel MO, we need to calculate the relative twist angle of two atomic orbitals which enter an MO. The $\pi$ orbitals emerge from a calculation in the following form:

$$\psi = c_{1x}p_{1x} + c_{1y}p_{1y} + \cdots + c_{m\alpha}p_{m\alpha} + c_{m\gamma}p_{m\gamma}$$

where the basis orbitals are shown in Scheme 3.

**Scheme 3. Basis Set and Axis Definition for a Cumulene**

We utilize the fact that p-orbitals transform as vectors. The angle $A$ between two arbitrary vectors, $\nu$ and $\omega$, is given in eq 1.

$$A_{\nu-\omega} = \cos^{-1} \left( \frac{\nu \cdot \omega}{|\nu||\omega|} \right)$$

Given the arbitrary absolute coordinate system shown in Scheme 3, $c_{1x} = 0$, as there is no $p_x$ component on atom 1. The angle $A_{1\mu
u}$ between the p-orbital on atom 1 and the orbital on atom $m$ that is described by $c_{m\alpha}p_{m\alpha} + c_{m\gamma}p_{m\gamma}$ is

$$A_{1\mu\nu} = \cos^{-1} \left( \frac{\begin{bmatrix} 0 \\ c_{1y} \\ c_{m\alpha} \end{bmatrix} \cdot \begin{bmatrix} c_{m\alpha} \\ c_{m\gamma} \end{bmatrix}}{\sqrt{c_{1y}^2 + c_{m\alpha}^2 + c_{m\gamma}^2}} \right)$$

$$= \cos^{-1} \left( \frac{c_{m\gamma}}{\sqrt{c_{m\alpha}^2 + c_{m\gamma}^2}} \right)$$

Using this procedure, we evaluate the degree of twist at each atom using the MO coefficients of Table 1 and eq 2. The outcome is summarized graphically in Figure 6.

It is clear that there is a direct connection between the writhe (we use the word colloquially here) of the MOs and their eigenvalues; the higher energy ones twist more, as expected. One reason we moved from allene ($n = 2$) to pentatetraene ($n = 4$) is that there are interesting aspects to the twist of the helical orbitals. Each pair of MOs (1a + 1b, 2a + 2b) consists of a $\pi$ and an $\omega$ helix. 1a + 1b twist by a total of $\pm90^\circ$ from atom 1 to 5, and 2a + 2b by $\pm270^\circ$. But each helical orbital (at atoms 2, 3, 4) is not required by symmetry to twist by $90^\circ/4 = 22.5^\circ$ or $270^\circ/4 = 67.5^\circ$ relative to its neighboring atoms.

The MOs do not have an even distribution of the helical twist. As Figure 6 shows graphically, in 1a and 1b, the twist is, so to speak, more localized on the edges of the molecule. That is, the twist is “faster” from carbon 1 (purple) to carbon 2 (blue) at $\pm32^\circ$, than for carbon 2 (blue) to carbon 3 (green) twisting by $13^\circ$ (from $\pm32^\circ$ to $\pm45^\circ$). In 2a and 2b the “twist-localization” is reversed. There the twist is localized in the central part of the molecule; from atom 1 (purple) to atom 2 (blue) the twist is $\pm58^\circ$, and from atom 2 (blue) to atom 3 (green) the twist is $77^\circ$ (from $\pm58^\circ$ to $\pm135^\circ$).

In hypothetical Möbius systems of the “normal” non-cumulene type, the assumption usually is that the twist proceeds equally distributed along the cycle. But in the synthetically
realized cyclic Möbius annulenes and porphyrins, the twist also "localizes," principally as a consequence of the constraints of the underlying $\sigma$-orbital system.\textsuperscript{58,74,75} In cumulenes, the twist-localization is a consequence of the $\pi$-system itself. There are consequences for the energetics; we will return to these.

Orbital "Sizes" Along the Helix. The reader will have noticed two related details in the helical $C_2$ representation of the $1e$ ($1a + 1b$) and $2e$ ($2a + 2b$) orbitals on the right of sides of Figure 4 and Table 1: the contributions of the $py$ basis functions at atoms 1 and 4 are of equal weight to those of the $px$ basis functions at atoms 2 and 5. However, as a consequence of the displacement of the $px$ and $py$ coefficients by one atom, their contributions at each atom are quite different from each other, except for atom 3. This can be expressed in another way: The $x$ and $y$ components of the orbitals making up the helix have unequal "size" along the carbon axis, growing "fat" or "slim" along it.

The size of the orbitals on each atom is related simply (in the underlying Hückel model) by the square root of sums of squares of the $px$ and $py$ contributions. The resulting MO coefficient, $c_i$, which has both an $x$ and $y$ component, is related to its two component coefficients by

$$c_i^2 = \frac{1}{2}(c_{ix}^2 + c_{iy}^2)$$

The MO coefficients grow from the end toward the middle in $1a + 1b$, while the coefficients are smallest in the middle of the more tightly wound helix in $2a + 2b$.

We have now seen that even in the Hückel model there are special features to the beautiful helical orbitals—in their detailed composition and in the varying degree of twist of the component atomic orbitals. What changes if we progress from a Hückel model to wave function based or DFT calculations?

BEYOND THE HÜCKEL MODEL

In the introduction we showed the actual $\pi$ molecular orbitals as they emerge from a DFT calculation. Let us describe these in further detail. The calculations for [4]cumulene and S-1,5-dimethyl-[4]cumulene were carried out with DFT to the verytight criteria using the M06-2X\textsuperscript{76} functional with 6-311G-$(d,p)$ basis as implemented in Gaussian09.\textsuperscript{77} The optimizations were performed with \textit{ultrafine} grid for calculating integrals and loose symmetry constraint to $D_{zd}$ point group symmetry for [4]cumulene, and $C_2$ for 1,5-dimethyl-[4]cumulene. The isosurfaces of the MOs are plotted in Figure 1 and 7 using the standard iso value of 0.02.

Figure 6. (Left) Helical MOs of [4]cumulene colored by atom site (from violet to red). (Right) Diagrammatic representation of the twist angles of the MOs projected along the $z$-axis. For $2a$ and $2b$, only the positive lobes of the orbitals are plotted for clarity. The $a$ orbitals form an imperfect $M$-helix, and the $b$ orbitals form an imperfect $P$-helix.

Figure 7. Optimized structure and frontier $\pi$ molecular orbital pairs of [4]cumulene (pentatetraene) and S-1,5-dimethyl-[4]cumulene.

Not much changes. We have already noted the main features of these orbitals—the rectilinear or perpendicular choice of orbitals in the $D_{zd}$ geometry in Figure 1, with the arbitrariness of that choice made clear in an earlier section. And we see the clearly helical nature of the orbitals in S-1,5-dimethyl-[4]cumulene. The orbitals come in degenerate or quasi-degenerate pairs, with increasing number of nodes with energy as anticipated; the LUMO and LUMO+1 of the same two molecules shown in Figure 7. There is substantial hyperconjugation to the terminal CH$_2$ groups, a typical feature of such molecules.\textsuperscript{78} The resulting "extra" node, from a predominantly antibonding interaction with CH$_2$ $\pi$-type orbitals, is apparent.

In the dissubstituted case, the MOs form quasi-degenerate pairs, each pair consisting of helices of opposite handedness. The splitting within each pair of helical MOs is 2 meV or less for the specific case of methyl. Larger splittings may be achieved by chemical design, especially with substituents that are single-faced $\pi$ donors and acceptors, which we will explore in future work. By
visual inspection of the "internal" part of the helical π system shown in Figure 1, from end-to-end the HOMO-3 and HOMO-2 approximately twist by ±90°. By inspection of Figure 7, the HOMO-1 and HOMO approximately twist ±270°; the LUMO and LUMO+1 twist ±450°. For every energy level, there is an extra ±180° twist in the MOs. The correspondence with the Hückel MOs is clear. The actual uneven distribution of the helical twist along the cumulene, alluded to above and occurring even at the Hückel level, may have consequences for prospective magnetic properties of the even \[ n \] cumulenes.6,79

What does it mean that a molecular orbital is helical? The description is intuitive, but perhaps it is worth saying that (a) it is the nodal surface that is propagating helically in each orbital; (b) any choice of isovalue will also propagate helically in space; (c) it is the number of nodal surfaces along the carbon axis that increases for every quasi-degenerate energy level with rising energy.

■ CYCLIC VERSUS COARCTATE MÖBIUS SYSTEMS

In the following sections we return to the simple Hückel model to explore the relation between Heilbronner’s Möbius systems and even \[ n \] cumulenes; the latter are by orbital topology coarctate Möbius systems.

There is an inevitable confusion at work between Hückel and Möbius models, topologies, and aromaticities—we will try hard to keep things straight. All the models we use are Hückel-type models, meaning by that only there enters into conjugation one carbon 2p orbital per atom (or in the description of Herges coarctate systems two orthogonal 2p orbitals per atom). The set of orbital interactions (or the Hamiltonian) for any model may be referred to as Hückel or Möbius type “system”—the reference here is to whether the cyclic closure of the ring is accomplished with one or the other topology, signaled by the + or − factor of the 1,\( n \) off-diagonal matrix elements. We will also use the term Hückel or Möbius “basis”, or “topology”, in an equivalent way to “system.” Aromaticity, Hückel or Möbius, with all its tradition, measures, and complexities, not to speak of its contemporary hype-strewn exercise, will refer simplistically to whether the 4n+2 or 4n rule for closed shell character is observed.

■ MÖBIUS CYCLOBUTADIENE AND ALLENE

We begin with a four-site model (4), which corresponds to a Möbius orbital interaction system for cyclobutadiene (unachievable in a real system, easy here in a theoretical model) and, equivalently, the coarctate basis of allene. For both Möbius cyclobutadiene and allene, the twist in the basis orbitals is continuous, 45° for each neighboring orbital (Figure 8a). Thus, enters the attenuation factor \( k = \cos(45°) \).

\[
H = \begin{bmatrix}
\alpha & k \beta & 0 & -k \beta \\
-k \beta & \alpha & k \beta & 0 \\
0 & -k \beta & \alpha & k \beta \\
-k \beta & 0 & k \beta & \alpha
\end{bmatrix}
\]

(4)

To see the special features of this Hückel model (4) for Möbius cyclobutadiene, or coarctate allene, we show the corresponding Hückel Hamiltonian matrix for simple (square) cyclobutadiene (5).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MO</th>
<th>( \varepsilon \beta^3 )</th>
<th>( p_1 )</th>
<th>( p_2 )</th>
<th>( p_3 )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2b</td>
<td>-1.00</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>+0.00</td>
<td>-0.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2a</td>
<td>-1.00</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>+0.71</td>
<td>+0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1b</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>+0.00</td>
<td>+0.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1a</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>+0.00</td>
<td>+0.71</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Hückel Model MOs for Cyclobutadiene and Allene Calculated from the Möbius Basis Shown in Figure 8
Two differences are apparent; the Möbius/coarctate system introduces a reduction or scaling factor \( k \) on the near neighbor interactions, with \( k < 1 \). This is just the realism of the near neighbor resonance integral—it must be reduced from \( \beta \) as the system starts and continues twisting. All \( k \) are assumed equal in the most simplistic model of a cyclic Möbius polyene; as we mentioned, they need not be equal in a real molecule, and we will return to this point.

Much more significant is the real distinction between Hückel and Möbius topologies, even as it seems to hide in just one entry—the sign (+ for Hückel, – for Möbius) of the 1,4 interaction. It makes a world of difference in the eigenvalue spectrum. This was Edgar Heilbronner’s essential insight.\(^\text{56}\)

The Hückel model treatments of the two Möbius systems, cyclic and coarctate, are exactly the same; the resulting MOs are shown in Figure 8 and listed in Table 2. However, the “three-dimensional” depictions of the MOs give the two visually different results: those of a Möbius annulene (Figure 8, left) and the helical orbitals of allene (Figure 8, right).

The reader who knows well the orbitals of a cyclobutadiene or an allyl system may nevertheless find the eigenvectors of the Möbius topology Hamiltonian unfamiliar. They bear some introspection. Note first of all that each of the MOs (Möbius cyclobutadiene or allene) is localized on only 3 of the 4 basis molecules. (\( p_1, p_2, p_3, \) and \( p_4 \) or \( p_1, p_4, p_5, \) and \( p_6 \)), and each has an “allylic” form with terminal coefficients smaller than the middle one. Second, the two components of each degenerate orbital are identical in their makeup, but of opposite helicity. For Möbius cyclobutadiene, this shows up in different atoms (2 or 4) carrying a large orbital contribution; for the coarctate allene, the two orbitals are on the same center.

The three-dimensional depictions of the MOs in Figure 8 show clearly the close connection between the cyclic Möbius systems Heilbronner originally described and the cumulenic systems. Starting out with Möbius cyclobutadiene, the set of helical MOs of allene is the result of fusing basis orbitals \( p_1 \) and \( p_4 \) onto the same atom. Considering the orbital topology and \( C_2 \) symmetry, 1,3-disubstituted allene certainly merits to be recognized as a coarctate Möbius system.

A final point on the energy levels of a Möbius cyclobutadiene or an allene: the energies of their orbitals are identical at the Hückel level. This identity will not persist for Möbius cyclooctatetraene and pentatetraene, for reasons we will explain in the next section. And while we will return to a comparison of the energetics of Möbius cyclopolyenes and coarctate even [\( n \)] cumulenes, the equal \( \pi \)-electron energies of allene and Möbius cyclobutadiene make it clear that there is no particular stabilization accruing to either, even if they are both closed shell molecules.

### Möbius Cyclooctatetraene and [4]Cumulene: A Difference

We proceed with the Hückel treatment for Möbius cyclooctatetraene and [4]cumulene. Möbius cyclooctatetraene was also treated at the Hückel level of theory by Mckee et al.\(^\text{54}\) The assumed Möbius conformation of cyclooctatetraene is an idealized structure with the total 180° twist evenly distributed through the basis (see Scheme 4, right). In the eight-site model Hamiltonian (Scheme 4, left) all nearest neighbor interactions are attenuated by \( k = \cos(22.5°) \). And the characteristic Möbius joining, via \(-kβ\), is there.

The coarctate Möbius basis of [4]cumulene differs in a subtle but significant way from that of Möbius cyclooctatetraene. While the total twist in the basis of the two is the same (180°), the twist cannot be evenly distributed in [4]cumulene. Rather than eight twists of 22.5°, there are four twists of 45°, and four of 0° (\( p_2−p_3 \) and \( p_6−p_7 \), as one may see in Scheme 5). The characteristic Möbius juncture (\( k′β \)) is there, but the off-diagonal resonance integral values differ from the cyclic system, as some nearest neighbor interactions are attenuated by \( k′ = \cos(45°) \) and others are not attenuated.

While the orbitals of the cyclic system and the cumulene are similar (see Figure 9), their energies now differ, albeit slightly. As Scheme 6 (and Tables S1 and S2) shows, the [4]cumulene eigenvalues are slightly higher in energy (\( β \) is negative) than those of Möbius cyclooctatetraene. For the 4-orbital systems discussed in the previous section, the eigenvalues of the Möbius annulene and coarctate analogue Hückel matrices
the overlap attenuation may not be so dramatic, in part because the ring can alleviate the attenuation through “writhe” in three dimensions.52,80,81 But one has to proceed carefully. If the overlap between two p-orbitals approaches 90°, the cyclic conjugation effectively breaks.56,57 Furthermore, the distribution of the twist changes the MO energetics and distribution, as we have shown. Literature reporting of dihedral angles, one way to gauge p-orbital overlap in Möbius systems, varies from reporting all dihedral angles,57 through giving only the maximum dihedral angle,82 to reporting none;83 the first option is strongly recommended. In the Supporting Information, we describe an alternative algorithm for estimating overlap change along a ring.

### ARE CUMULENES AROMATIC?

There are so many faces to aromaticity, a core concept of organic chemistry. It began with a notion of stability (part kinetic, part thermodynamic, the way chemistry is). Essential to the significance of benzenoid aromaticity is that benzene or phenyl groups could react, and yet their skeleton was preserved. In time other measures of aromaticity took hold—bond length equalization, ring currents, and NMR shielding constants.84

The persistent feeling was that aromaticity was a good thing. The result, given the nature of human beings, was that more and more molecules were termed aromatic. The concept became enveloped in hype.85

If the reader would like us to say that cumulenes, even or odd n ones, are aromatic or not, we will not go there. Instead we find it more productive to point out that there are some interesting similarities, and differences, between archetypical aromatic (or nonaromatic) molecules and cumulenes, Möbius or Hückel. We mention here that both Heilbronner and Zimmerman, pioneers in the field, had reservations about referring to Möbius systems as aromatic.46,51,63 Let us discuss these, class by class.

**Hückel Annulenes.** There is a vast literature on these. Succinctly, these follow in general Hückel’s rules, the 4n+2 systems being closed shell molecules. The 4n+2 cyclopolynes try to remain planar (not easy for n = 2). The double bonds in them localize for n = 4 and larger, yet ring currents persist.84,86 They are deservedly dubbed aromatic. The 4n systems have two electrons in a nonbonding degenerate orbital in a high-symmetry ring and are stabilized by bond-localization or out-of-plane distortion, as in the cyclooctatetraene archetype.

**Möbius Cyclopolynes.** Hückel’s rules are reversed, as Heilbronner taught us.56 But aromaticity (identified initially as the closed-shell character of 4n cycles) is not attainable for small rings. The reason is the destabilizing combination of overlap attenuation as the molecules struggle to attain the Möbius topology, and the related strain in the σ-system of such rings.58,75

There are hints of achieving Möbius interactions in a 9-membered ring,87,88 and while kinetically persistent Möbius systems have been suggested for a 13-membered ring87 they have not been reported to date for less than a [16]annulene55 and [20]π porphyrin system.83

**Even [n]Cumulenes.** As others before have pointed out,62,63 and as we rehearse in this paper, even [n]cumulenes furnish us with a Möbius π-system that is closed shell, and could be called aromatic. Whether the geometry is D2h (unsubstituted), or lower (C2v or C1 if substituted), will influence the HOMO and LUMO e sets. But in either case, one has a situation close to that—near-degenerate highest filled and lowest unfilled orbital sets. And a gap between them. As we noted above, the π-electron stabilization in [4]cumulenes is less than in an 8-electron cyclic Möbius system. The latter has in addition its own problems in

---

**Figure 9. Bonding MOs of cyclic Möbius cyclooctatetraene (left) and coarctate Möbius [4]cumulene (right).** Note the cyclic Möbius system is drawn without perspective and should be considered as a diagrammatic depiction.

**Scheme 6. Energy Levels of Möbius Cyclooctatetraene (Scheme 4) and [4]Cumulene (Scheme 5) Compared**

- The estimate of the overlap attenuation factor k is nontrivial for real cyclic Möbius molecules and was explored in some detail in the work of Mckee et al.84 It is clear from their results that the attenuated overlap in Möbius annulenes implies for small rings that only an overall relatively weak resonance stabilization can be achieved. This is a consequence of unavoidable coupling to the underlying σ system.
- As much as we admire the molecular architecture of Möbius systems, we urge the community to pay detailed attention to the overlap or its attenuation at every carbon along the ring; a concern others have alluded to as well.47,50,51 For larger rings
strain in its \( \sigma \) system and is not a realistic conformation of cyclooctatetraene.\textsuperscript{75}

The difficulties in the synthesis of higher even \([n]\)cumulenes make it clear that a closed shell \( \pi \)-system is no guarantee of kinetic persistence; even the shortest cumulenes are quite reactive. We suspect that for even \([n]\)cumulenes a barrier to persistence is that the usual strategies of steric encumbrance do not work—it is hard for big substituents at the termini to effectively shield the center of the polyene rod. Perhaps protective rotaxane rings will do better.\textsuperscript{75}

We are just hesitant to call the closed-shell Möbius even \([n]\)cumulenes aromatic.

**Odd \([n]\)Cumulenes.** Until now we have focused solely on even \([n]\)cumulenes. However, as Zimmerman noted, odd \([n]\)cumulenes can be considered in terms of orbital topology as Hückel-type benzenoid systems with \(4n+2\) electrons.\textsuperscript{90} In Figure 10, the analogy between the archetype cyclic 6 electron aromatic system, benzene, and planar \([3]\)cumulene (butatriene) is shown. There is no change of sign along the orbital basis, but the eigenvalue spectrum of \([3]\)cumulene is different from benzene. Due to the reduced overlaps in the coarctate basis (Figure 10, right), there is no extra stabilization of the bonding MOs achieved by benzene, again a hint at the missing stability of cumulenes.

The clearest link between the cyclic and coarctate orbital topologies is displayed in their closed-shell geometries. The perpendicular geometry of allene is a 4-electron Möbius topology closed-shell system, and the planar \([3]\)cumulene is a 6-electron Hückel topology closed-shell system. It is interesting to move from these points of similarity, to another one, now for the disfavored planar allene and “perpendicular” \((D_{2d})\) butatriene. Their energy levels are shown in Figure 11; clearly both are systems with a doubly occupied degenerate level. We will resist the temptation to call them antiaromatic; the switch from the closed shell systems of the favored conformations is clear.

These hypothetical conformations are in fact transition states for axial torsion of the molecules. As in the equivalent cyclic \( \pi \)-systems, they are likely to be diradicals, or subject to a Jahn–Teller distortion. We see again that the electronic structure of the cumulenes is governed by the same rules that govern the closed-shell structures of annulenes.

---

**Figure 11.** Orbital topology (top) and MO scheme (bottom) of Hückel “antiaromatic” planar allene (left) and Möbius “antiaromatic” perpendicular \([3]\)cumulene.

---

**THE EFFECT OF AXIAL TORSION**

There is an alternative, intuitive way of reducing the symmetry in cumulenes. By applying torsion to the terminal trigonal carbon atoms, the symmetry of the (even and odd) unsubstituted \([n]\)cumulenes is reduced to \(D_{2h}\).\textsuperscript{2} Starting out in \(D_{2h}\) all three \(C_2\) axes are retained in \(D_2\) symmetry as the molecule is rotated toward the planar structure. In such an internal rotation all mirror symmetry is broken and the molecule becomes chiral. The same has to be true for an odd \([n]\)cumulene starting out in planar \(D_{2d}\) symmetry in an internal rotation toward the perpendicular \((D_{2d})\) structure, traversing a \(D_1\) molecule. The orbitals grow helical. We see this clearly in Figure 12.

Starting from the \(D_{2d}\) optimized structure of \([4]\)cumulene (dihedral angle 90°), for which, as we discussed, the orbitals can be rectilinear or helical. The orbitals remain helical as the axial dihedral angle evolves to 75°. Starting now from the optimized \(D_{2d}\) planar \([3]\)cumulene, where there is no option for the orbitals to be helical, the MOs visually “obtain some helicity” already at a dihedral angle of 15°. Rotating the \([3]\)cumulene further to 75° (an energetically disfavored conformation) the MOs appear just as helical as, and almost identical to, those of \([4]\)cumulene at the same dihedral angle. Helical MOs also appear in terminally functionalized polyynes from axial torsion of the terminal groups when the molecules achieve the appropriate symmetry.\textsuperscript{591} Subjecting cumulenes to axial torsion is an interesting way to tune the electrohelicity effect in situ, which was also explored in separate studies by Imamura and Aoki,\textsuperscript{6} and Yakobson and co-workers.\textsuperscript{7}

We note that even for ethylene, the simplest \([1]\)cumulene, when one twists around the double bond into a \(D_2\) geometry, eventually reaching a \(D_{2d}\) perpendicular one (highly unstable for the ground singlet state, but in fact the equilibrium geometry for the lowest triplet state of ethylene), that one clearly sees helicity in the orbitals.

---

**TWO KINDS OF COARCTATE SYSTEMS AND HELICOGENICITY**

Both even and odd \([n]\)cumulenes are coarctate, in the simple sense of two \( p\) systems mutually fused over the same atoms, or some subset of them. Yet we have seen that \([4]\)cumulene and \([3]\)cumulene, just to take a concrete example, are very different.

For \([4]\)cumulene, helical and rectilinear (perpendicular) orbital sets are options, and \(\alpha,\omega\)-disubstitution immediately reveals the unique helical sets. For \([3]\)cumulene, no simple substitution turns on electrohelicity, while a substantial axial twist does (along with destabilization).
We have already described the features of these two classes of systems. Let us point out the distinct difference between symmetries of \([4]\)cumulene, \([3]\)cumulene, and either of the two subjected to axial torsion. Shown in Figure 13 are the \(C_2\) symmetry axes of the three cases. In \(D_{2d}\) two of the axes are “helicogenic”, symmetry adaptation to one (or both) of these axes will yield helical orbitals. None of the rotation axes in \(D_{2h}\) are helicogenic. Yet subjecting the \(D_{2h}\) molecule to a (resisted) twist of the two \(CH_2\) groups relative to each other—a deformation to \(D_2\) symmetry—the mirror plane symmetry is removed, and two of the \(C_2\) axes do become helicogenic, just like they are in \(D_{2d}\) geometry.

Specific symmetries allow otherwise orthogonal \(\pi\) systems to mix and become helical. The formation of helical symmetry-adapted MOs requires chirality, not surprising considering a helix is a chiral object. A general statement obtains for both even and odd \([n]\)cumulenes: Nonplanar \([n]\)cumulenes without mirror-plane symmetry that have a helicogenic \(C_2\) operation, one which rotates the (otherwise) perpendicular \(p_x\) into \(p_y\) orbital sets into each other, will have explicitly helical symmetry-adapted MOs.

Let us mention a few examples of systems that do not fulfill the above statement. Unsubstituted \([4]\)cumulene fails due to its mirror-plane symmetry. \([3]\)Cumulene has mirror-plane symmetry and lacks helicogenic axes. Even 1,1-disubstituted-[\(n\)]-cumulenes are achiral with \(C_{2v}\) symmetry. Yet even if the mirror-plane symmetry is broken by the substituents, the remaining \(C_2\) axis is still nonhelicogenic (cf. Figure 13a). Two examples, 1,1-dimethyl-[\(4\)]cumulene (\(C_{2v}\)) and 1,1-diamino-[\(4\)]cumulene (\(C_{2v}\)), are included in Supporting Information. Even \(n\) (\(\alpha,\omega\))-disubstituted-[\(n\)]cumulenes are, to our knowledge, the only type of cumulene system where the ground-state structures meet the symmetry requirements for helical orbitals.

Finally, we note that Herges has suggested that symmetry plays a similar important role for coarctate transition states. Coarctate transition states are also isolobal to cumulenes. A clearer formulation of the connection between coarctate molecules, such as cumulenes, and coarctate transition states is left for future work.

### CONCLUSIONS

We have presented a systematic derivation of the helical frontier orbitals of even-numbered \([n]\)cumulenes, including allene. Helicity, an option in describing the orbitals of the unsubstituted \(D_{2d}\) geometry, becomes a necessity for \(\alpha,\omega\)-disubstituted even \([n]\)cumulenes. The MOs are helical at the Hückel level of theory (or higher)—a procedure that requires no provisional knowledge of the helical depictions. The helical MOs are best considered as the result of describing the molecules as coarctate
Möbius systems, wherein two otherwise orthogonal sets of p-orbitals can mix. In contrast to a hypothetical Möbius annulene, even \([n]\text{cumulenes}\) are Möbius \(4n\) systems where the basis functions are not uniformly “rotated”. The distribution of twist in the orbitals has implications for the orbital energetics in both the coarctate and the “normal” class of cyclic Möbius systems.

We have described structural and electronic analogies and differences between coarctate molecules, and their cyclic Hückel and Möbius counterparts. Our explicit derivation of the electrohelicity effects at the Hückel level of theory extends and implements the important foundational results of Hendon et al.8

There is interesting perspectives for future research in the helical orbital systems in coarctate Möbius molecules. Though the molecular orbitals are not quantum mechanical observables themselves, many observable properties can be derived from orbital theory. We hope that our clarification of the electrohelicity effect or heligeneity will motivate further studies in electronic and magnetic effects in this peculiar class of molecules. Cyclic aromatic systems exhibit ring currents in the presence of a magnetic field, and this has been studied extensively for Möbius aromatic molecules\(^{47,51,53,54,87,92,93}\) and transition states.94

What intriguing effects are waiting to be found in coarctate Möbius systems with helical orbitals?
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